Cover Story

Holidays Still Shine
California public transit agencies are behind a number of wonderful seasonal happenings taking place around the Golden State, while continuing to adhere to COVID-19 public health restrictions.

Featured Story

People’s Priorities
Findings of a new study offers insights to transportation decision makers and state leaders that can help them craft SB 1 spending programs to directly target the types of transportation improvements the public wishes to see.

On Board With...

Beverly Greene
With a long history of fighting systemic racism, AC Transit’s Beverly Greene talks about her tenure in public transit, her new appointment as Chair of the California Transit Association’s Inclusive, Diverse, and Equitable Association (or IDEA) Task Force, and what IDEA hopes to accomplish.
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LA Metro launches Metro Micro, a new on-demand ridesharing service; MST honors Rosa Parks; VTA draws attention to human trafficking; and COMTO SoCal publishes its first quarterly publication.